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Our Company

Claymore Windows is a local family run company
based at Claverhouse Industrial Park, Dundee.
Working together with Selecta who have designed
the new Advance 70 mm profile we can produce
an attractive and high security quality product at a
reasonable price.
The Advance 70 mm five chamber profile provides
great strength and durability, while high flow
drainage eradicates problems generated by adverse
weather conditions. The Advance 70, as its name
would suggest, greatly exceeds the highest industry
requirements and will for the foreseeable future.
All our windows and doors are internally beaded
and fully reinforced and have a co-extruded gasket
which avoids the unsightly problem of shrinking
rubber seals.

There is a full range of colours which include: White,
Rosewood, Rosewood & White, Golden Oak and
Golden Oak & White and come with 28mm double
glazed or 40mm triple glazed units and airflow
slotvents as standard.
Being members of the PLANITHERM Installer
network ensures we are using high performance
low-emissivity

glass,

incorporating

the

latest

advancements in thermally insulating glass coating
technology. The benefits are:
• Haze and tint free windows
• Eliminates condensation
• Free solar heat gain
• Thermal insulation
• Optimal energy ratings

PVCu Windows
Timber framed windows and doors need constant
maintenance to not only look good, but to combat
the effects of the weather which lead to rotting,
warping and peeling paint. Only installing single
glazing can increase the amount of heat and energy
lost from your property, particularly if the frames
are old and decaying.
In today’s environment choosing PVCu replacement
windows and doors means that you can have all of
the aesthetic benefits of timber without the worries.

What are the benefits of PVCu?
•• Low maintenance. No more painting, staining,
sanding or filling. Just a wipe over with a damp
cloth and mild detergent when necessary to
remove any dirt.
•• Weather Resistant. Come rain or shine your
windows and doors will stay looking good and
keep the warmth in.
•• Energy Saving. The Selecta profiles used to
make your frames offer thermal insulation, while
the gaskets and weathertight seals keep out
draughts and the glazing reflects the heat back
into your room. You’ll notice immediately how
our windows and doors help keep in the heat and
keep out the noise.
•• Security. Our frames will also keep out
unwelcome intruders. Reinforcements used
in the Selecta Profile provide added strength
backed up by high security and multi-locking
hardware.
•• Safety. Being secure should not compromise
your safety and comfort. Our windows and doors
provide easy exits to meet safety standards in
the event of an emergency. Childproof hinges
and locks can be fitted which restrict the opening
and a night vent facility is available which allows
air to circulate whilst the windows remain in a
semi-closed position.
•• Easy to Install. At Claymore we will fit your new
windows and doors with the minimum of fuss
and disruption to you and your home. Detailed
measurements taken by the team ensure that
your new frames fit perfectly and the installers
will make sure that all debris is cleared away.

•• Attractive. Although all our frames come in a
sparkling white finish, if you prefer the look of
wood you can also choose from Golden Oak or
Rosewood finish. In fact PVCu is so versatile that
you can have a woodgrain finish on one side and
white on the other.

Casement Windows
PVCu windows are the wise choice for the direct
replacement of decaying timber or bulky and dated
casement windows.
Whilst the size and shape of the window will depend
largely on the opening, the variety of options means
that you can achieve a look on the outside of your
home which is as individual as the interior.

Openings
Top and side opening windows can be used in a
variety of combinations. By mixing fixed and opening
panes you can alter the look of the window as well
as improve the ventilation and safety exits.

Glass
Patterned, stained, leaded and Georgian are
just some of the glazing options available. When
choosing your glass design, it is important to
consider the level of privacy you require as well as the
architectural properties of your home. Toughened
glass and low emissivity glass, which increases heat
retention and is energy saving, increase the number
of combinations offered to allow you to select a
style which is both beautiful and practical.

PVCu Windows
Security
Twin Cam espangolette locking offers additional
peace of mind, allowing you the option of locking
the window in a slightly open position.

Colour Options
Whilst many people favour the crisp, fresh look of
brilliant white window frames, sometimes a more
natural look is required for example in period homes
or rural properties.
We therefore offer a choice of a rich and luxurious
Rosewood effect or the more rustic Golden Oak. If
you can’t make up your mind between white and
woodgrain finish, why not have both?
You could have cool white on the inside to blend with
the interior decor and a traditional Golden Oak finish
on the outside to suit the exterior of your home.

Bead Options
The Bead used in the window design can subtly
change the angles in the window. From a soft curve
to a straight edge, we will have the bead to make
your ideal window.

Handles
Whether you prefer a slimline handle in white which
blends into the overall window or a leading, elegant
brass handle to enhance the openings, you choose
the right handle for your home.

Window Options
And the options don’t stop there, you can also give
your home a facelift with the addition of a Bay or
Bow window, creating a feeling of space. Or you
may choose the modern tilt & turn windows for a
practical alternative.

Doors
Residential Doors

Patterns/glass

The entrance to your home should serve two
purposes; welcome you, your family and your visitors
and keep out unwelcome intruders. Choosing PVCu
doors made form Selecta profiles gives yo u the
additional benefit of keeping in heat, therefore
keeping down costs.

As with our extensive range of windows, the glazing
options include patterned, stained, leaded and
frosted. You may decide to continue the theme
chosen for your windows, or perhaps you wish
to create a more elaborate design for the main
entrance to your home.

Styles

There are also other glass options such as fused or
leaded colour and raised bevel options.

All our doors are individually made to suit your
requirements. choose from fully glazed, depending
on the level of privacy and light you require.
White, Rosewood and Golden Oak profiles and
panels are available, as well as combining white on
one side with a woodgrain effect on the other, to
blend your door into its surroundings externally and
internally.
All door profiles, including the mid rails are styled
to allow for attractive sight lines from both sides.
Side Panels are available to match your selected
door and ensure that the entrance of your home coordinates beautifully with your windows.

Openings
Whether you require an inward or outward opening
door, left or right hung or select the option of a
low threshold for easy access for pushchairs and
wheelchairs, you can rest assured that your new
door will function perfectly.

Security
Our profiles are reinforced for added strength in
high winds and to resist attack from intruders. High
security multi-locking systems provide additional
reassurance that the only people entering your
home are those you invite in. Weathertight seals
and insulated frames assist in keeping your home
warm and inviting on the inside, no matter how cold
and damp it is outside.

French Doors
Traditional French Doors provide a glamorous
solution to letting light into your home. Whilst they
are practical and convenient allowing easy access
to gardens and conservatories, French Doors can be
as decorative as your new windows and doors, with
patterned, stained, leaded or frosted glass.
High security hinges add reassurance, keeping out
intruders and protecting against the weather.

Patio Doors
Patio Doors provide a wide opening for unrestricted
access and uninterrupted views. By allowing
maximum light into your home, they create a
spacious and light atmosphere. Use of modern
operating mechanisms allow for graceful and
smooth opening whilst offering security and
strength when closed.
Patio Doors are available in 2, 3 or 4 pane options
to give a panoramic view of your garden. The use
of safety glass adds extra peace of mind. Your
new patio doors are designed to insulate against
draughts and noise, but fitting internal or external
vents provides a safe and draught free option to
allow air circulation.
Choosing French or Patio Doors is the practical and
convenient way to link your home with the outdoors
or to your conservatory.

Doors

You can also have your house name
or number added to the glass - this is
available in a variety of styles.

Security
STANDARD SECURITY FITTINGS
Casement Windows
•• The Twin Cam Espagnolette
•• Double Cams for extra security
•• Adjustable cams for sash compression
•• Double striker plate for night ventilation

Tilt & Turn
•• Tilt and turn windows are generally used upstairs
as they are fire escape windows and have easy
access for cleaning.

Doors & French Doors
•• The Furh Lever Operated Doorbolt
•• 2 x Hooks, 2 x Rollers & Deadbolt
•• Adjustable latch sealing pressure
•• Adjustable roller cams
•• Adjustable hook bolt sealing pressure
•• Multipoint function provides enhanced noise
reduction and heat insulation

Standard Security Fittings
•• High Security Fittings on all windows and doors
•• Stainless Steel hinges
•• Fully Reinforced
•• 28mm Low E Planitherm glass units
•• Fully Compliant with Scottish Building Standards
Internally beaded
•• Centre pane U value of 1.2
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